Equality Delivery System for the NHS
EDS2 Summary Report
Implementation of the Equality Delivery System – EDS2 is a requirement on both NHS commissioners and NHS providers. Organisations are
encouraged to follow the implementation of EDS2 in accordance with the ‘9 Steps for EDS2 Implementation’ as outlined in the 2013 EDS2 guidance
document. The document can be found at: http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/eds-nov131.pdf
This EDS2 Summary Report is designed to give an overview of the organisation’s most recent EDS2 implementation. It is recommended that once
completed, this Summary Report is published on the organisation’s website.
NHS organisation name:
North Bristol NHS Trust

Organisation’s Board lead for EDS2:
Catherine Philips

Organisation’s EDS2 lead (name/email):
Catherine.Philips@nbt.nhs.uk

Level of stakeholder involvement in EDS2 grading and subsequent actions:
The EDS findings have been scrutinised by the Equality and Diversity Committee.
The annual equality report was presented to members of the Staff Equality Group
and to the public through the internal Patient Experience Group and externally
HealthWatch in Bristol and South Gloucestershire and a representative from North
Somerset. The overall grade agreed by external partners is acheiving.

Publication Gateway Reference Number: 03247

Organisation’s Equality Objectives (including duration period):
1. To mainstream the EDS into the business planning process regarding service
delivery for patients
2. Increase equality monitoring data and recording of impact of EDS objectives.
3. Mainstream the EDS into the business planning process regarding service
delivery for staff.
4. Increase equality monitoring data and recording of impact of EDS objectives.

Headline good practice examples of EDS2 outcomes
(for
patients/community/workforce):
These
objectives are for the period 2012 - 2016
The Trust Board receives the Annual Equality Report and Annual Equality Statistics
report plus the Workforce Race Equality Standard. Board members and senior
managers have become mentors for BME staff.
There are two Board members, one non-executive and one executive member who
lead on equality; they both sit on the Equality and Diversity Committee, which the
Executive member chairs. Further, Trust Board members and senior managers
have become corporate equality champions for Race, Disability, Gender and
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans (LGBT) staff, Religion and Belief.
Service Delivery Patients - Access for all patients was increased dramatically when
the new hospital building, (Brunel building) was opened in May 2014. Privacy and
dignity for patients was increased as 75 percent of beds are now in single rooms
with en-suite facilities.
The Patient Experience Group advises on service delivery.
A dedicated Health Visitor working with Gypsy, Roma and Parvee travelling

Date of EDS2 grading
Goal

Outcome

December

Date of next EDS2 grading

2015

December

2016
Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
Services are commissioned, procured, designed and delivered to meet the health needs of
local communities
Grade

Better health outcomes

1.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Evidence drawn upon for rating
N/A

Sex
Sexual orientation

Individual people’s health needs are assessed and met in appropriate and effective ways
Grade

1.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
To improve the care of those with dementia staff identify people on
admission. This enables the provision of reasonable adjustments to
each person’s care using our cognitive impairment care bundle
which allows an individualised plan to be constructed using
evidence based interventions to improve care.
A Memory Café is held every Wednesday in conjunction with the
Alzheimer’s
Society. The dementia team were shortlisted for “Dementia Team
of the Year” in the BMJ awards and received a highly commended
certificate for our development of the Memory Café, now copied in
other Trusts.

Transitions from one service to another, for people on care pathways, are made smoothly
with everyone well-informed
Grade

1.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence
drawn
uponworking
for rating
An
Acute Kidney
Injury (AKI)
group was established in
April 2015 to develop and implement an improvement strategy in
line with
the national
Work
continues
on a ‘Think
Trust wide policy transition policy for young
Kidneys’transferring
programme
set Children’s
up by NHSServices
Englandto(www.
people
from
Adult services within
thinkkidneys.nhs.uk).
We are of
also
collaboration
with to
NBT
and the implementation
theworking
Ready, in
Steady,
Go ‘Welcome
clinicalServices”
teams infor
other
trustsand
(UHB,
Weston,
andLead
RUH)Clinicians
to develop a
Adult
children
young
people.
unifiedbeen
strategy
to tackle
this
in the Directorates
area.
have
identified
for all
Clinical
and has been
successfully used within Renal & Transplant, Rheumatology and
The Laboratory
Information
(LIMS)Committee
was
Surgery.
It will be
submitted Management
to the ClinicalSystem
Effectiveness
established
later
in 2016.in September 2015, an electronic alert in the hospital’s
laboratory systems to facilitate the early diagnosis. This
automatically compares patient’s kidney function tests during
admission to previous blood test results and generates a laboratory
report on the system if the patient has met the criteria. Data on the

Improved
patient access
and experience

Better health outcomes, continued

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
When people use NHS services their safety is prioritised and they are free from mistakes,
mistreatment and abuse
Grade

1.4

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Our aim is to make North Bristol NHS Trust a high-reliability
organisation with safety at the heart of its culture. We want our staff
to be delivering the right care to patients at the right time, even
when no-one is looking.
The Quality and Safety Improvement Team was set up in June
2015 to lead the Safety Programme for NBT and provide direction
for safety projects within the programme, ensure they align with
patient needs and the overall Trust strategy, and generate
commitment from members of staff involved in the safety work. The
team consists of a consultant physician who is the associate
medical director for safe care, a senior nurse who is the quality and
safety
improvement
leadupon
and a radiographer
Evidence
drawn
for ratingwho is a quality
improvement practitioner. The team has the medical director as the
executive lead and reports to the Trust’s quality committee.
There is a dedicated Health Visitor who works closely with
membersinclude:
of Gypsy,
Roma and
Parvee
(GRP)
travelling
Priorities
Reducing
Patient
Falls,
Preventing
Pressure
communities
she
also trainingAcute
for other
professionals
to raise
Ulcers,
Sepsis
Management,
Kidney
injury (AKI)
awareness about
their
requirements
in health,
education,
social
Management,
Safe
Medicines,
Prevention
of Patient
Deterioration,
care and elsewhere.
for GRP
children.
Continence,
DementiaShe
andarranged
Delirium,vaccinations
Safe Emergency
Care,
Roma Support
Service
is the
provided
by the Wellsprings
Healthy
Discharge
of Patient
and
Safe Handover
of Care, Safe
Living Centre
for Romanian speaking Roma Gypsies. 4 children’s
Operating
Theatre.
centres in key areas of the Bristol deliver GRT drop-in centres.
These
are has
provided
and helpsteering
with social
andwhich
healthmeets
care issues
The
Trust
a Fallsfree
Prevention
group
as well asMembership
improving access
and
engagement
in mainstream
monthly.
includes
ward
nursing representatives,
services. Each
drop-inthe
alsotraining
hosta 4department,
communitydementia
outreach and
projects
therapists,
pharmacy,
based on communal
needs
focus
on health
related The
issues.
safeguarding
teams and
thewhich
Deputy
Director
of Nursing.
total
School nurses
with children
are5Disabled
and providing
number
of falls work
has reduced
over who
the last
years although
this
advice for
patients
of children
whothe
aremove
Trans.
number
rose
in 2014/15
following
into the new hospital at
School
nurses
work
in line
with the
Southmead
it has
since
reduced.
Evidence
drawn
upon
forNational
ratingChild Management
programme with checks for height, weight vison and hearing,
provide
for year
8 (girls) and
year
9 (girls and
2015/16immunisation
saw a significant
improvement
on the
incidence
of boys)
Shuttle
- A shuttle
bus wasschools
introduced
to includes
ferry patients
from the
and
giveBus
support
in secondary
which
pressure
ulcers. This
year’s success
culminated
with ahealth
regional
car
park to the
newonhospital
building,
this is orientation
a temporary
measure
promotion,
advice
sexual
health,
sexual
and
gender.
study day with presentations by nationally recognised experts,
until
the new
patientsessions
car parkabout
is builtequality
(expected
completion
Julyfor
A series
of
is being
attended
bytraining
over 150
staff from both
the hospital
andorganised
community
206).
The
shuttle
bus takes
wheelchairs.
later
in
2015
for
school
nurses.
settings and the launch of a Pan Avon Dressings Formulary.
Wheel chairs - Porters are provided with specialist manual handling
training to undertake their duties along with the Move Makers,
A physical Safety Hub has been launched in the Brunel Building to
which includes pushing wheelchairs, including patient’s own
enable staff to learn about improvement science, problem solve
wheelchairs, inside the building and also the porters are used for
issues with current projects and keep up to date with the ongoing
transferring in-patients.
safety work in the Trust and is widely advertised.

Screening, vaccination and other health promotion services reach and benefit all local
communities
Grade

1.5

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

People, carers and communities can readily access hospital, community health or primary
care services and should not be denied access on unreasonable grounds
Grade

2.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Ride on Buggy - For patients and members of the public who find it
In 2015 we designed, tested and implemented a new Catheter Care
difficult to walk to their appointments/lifts we now have a ride on
Plan to ensure that all patients receive the care that they need to
buggy which operates throughout the day within the Atrium and is
reduce the risk of infection. We have a good record for catheter
managed and driven by the Move Makers.

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
People are informed and supported to be as involved as they wish to be in decisions
about their care

Improved patient access and experience

Grade

2.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

People report positive experiences of the NHS
Grade

2.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
To formalise the patients 1:1 time we have produced a patient diary
on the ward which the nursing staff use as a tool during 1:1 time to
facilitate the patient in identifying what they want to achieve from
their admission and to manage their expectations. The diary
promotes wellbeing and mindfulness plus encourages patients to
reflect on what is going on for them in their day to day life and how
they can help themselves in making change. It also facilitates the
patient in linking their thoughts and feelings with their
neuropsychiatric presentation.
BCRM patients are given extensive detailed information regarding
treatment
in andrawn
information
packfor
that rating
outlines risks and implications
Evidence
upon
which is explained verbally when patients attend a structured
‘patient information meeting’ or PIM, a multi-disciplinary meeting for
The
experience
of ourrisks
patients
and carers isofattreatment,
the heart of
our
patients,
it discusses
and implications
consents
work.
What
patients
and
carers
tell
us
makes
a
difference
to
the
required and outlines the treatment pathway. Patients are given
services
we provide.
To help with
thisthey
workattend
this year
a new Head of
time
to digest
this information
before
a personal
Patient
was
appointed.
The
experience
and
planningExperience
appointment
where
they can
discuss
any concerns
and
satisfaction
of our for
patients
is monitored
and measured
in is
a to
range of
will sign consents
treatment.
Their action
for 2016/17
ways
e.g.excellent
complaints,
concerns,
compliments,
national surveys,
maintain
feedback,
increase
patient awareness
of
local
surveys,
the Friends
and Family
Test,
and online
feedback
outcomes
and changes
made
as asocial
resultmedia
of comments
patient
feedback.
made, to
increase response rate above 30%. The PIM presentation
The
national
Inpatient
usedtoa reflect
random
sample
of 850
content
continues
to besurvey
amended
patient
needs
and to
patients
who
stayed
in
our
Trust
in
July
2015
were
invited
to take
meet different levels of understanding.
part. There was a response rate of 49.9%. Patients were asked 62
Evidence drawn
upon
for
rating
questions
aspects
of their
experience. channels
NBT was and
the
End of Lifeabout
Care different
– we have
improved
communication
2nd
most
improved
trust
of
the
81
who
areearly
monitored
under
Picker
engaging with the patients relatives at an
stage to
ensure
they
Europe
Ltd. the
BCRM
follow
NBT
complaints
policyin
forour
all recent
patientfeedback
complaints
are supported
– this
has
been reflected
form
Survey
of LGBT
health
experience
taken
Bristol
(July
and
complaint
management
is audited
by at
the
fertility
regulatory
for patients
receiving
end
of life
care.
This
has
beenPride
encouraged
by
2015)
showed
in-patients
report
satisfaction
levels
as
body,
the
HFEA,
and71%
ISOof9001
BCRM
compliant.
Records
our
senior
teamthat
over
time
and
inand
response
toare
previous
either
“excellent”
“good,” with
and 61%
satisfaction
across those
two
of complaints
fromorpatients
protected
characteristics
are stored
feedback/complaints.
scores.
15%
of in-patients
reported
a poorfor
service
to 4% of
by specific
patient
groups and
monitored
any specific/identified
out-patients.
These
figures
a vast improvement
onwith
the asurvey in
trends. Concerns
raised
in aare
complaint
from a patient
2011.
protected characteristic has already influenced the amendment of
90%
of treatment
all respondents
for alltohealth
that they
had
patient
paperwork
reflectservices
a more felt
inclusive
service.
been
with dignity
and respect,
up from
2011, when
BCRMtreated
will continue
to actively
respondwhich
to theisneeds
and
just
71% of LGBT
patientsgroups
were able
to make
statement.
suggestions
of all patient
accessing
ourthat
services.
Satisfaction
roseofsignificantly
2011, with 92%,
of all
Planning for levels
the issue
complainantfrom
questionnaires
was on
hold
respondents
reported
no issues
relation
to same-sex
partners
due to resource
pressures
theseinare
to assist
in the collection
of
being
acknowledged.
In 2011 it was just 63%.
data on
ethnicity and disability.
The
dementia
team were
shortlisted
for “Dementia
of the
Medical
revalidation
monitoring
has commenced
in Team
line with
the
Year”
in the BMJ
awards
and received
a highly
commended
Governance
& Risk
Management
Committee
guidelines,
this
certificate
for our development
the memory
now copied
ensures complaints
are logged of
against
namedcafé,
clinicians
and in
other Trusts.
identifies
any Equality or Diversity issues.
The
Neuro
had athat
constant
of complaints
about
There
weredepartment
6 cases in 2015
relatedstream
to equality
issues (15
in
lack of3entertainment
so overstatus
the last
of years the
2014)
related to patient’s
andcouple
discrimination
and 3 to

People’s complaints about services are handled respectfully and efficiently
Grade

2.4

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
Fair NHS recruitment and selection processes lead to a more representative workforce
at all levels

A representative and supported workforce

Grade

3.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
Valued based recruitment (VBR) is still being rolled out across the
Trust and pilots have taken place for medical Consultant
appointments which are now being evaluated. A number of
initiatives are still on going with regards to supporting BME staff
which include promoting secondment opportunities, offering places
as assessors at the assessment centres for the VBR, meeting with
the Head of Employment Services, recruitment skills training
sessions. Employment Services have a number of initiatives to
support BME, Disabled, LGBT and other job applicants. Trust
website signposts all job applicants to contact Employment
Services for further assistance and adjustments are made. This
displays both the Two Tick Disability and Mindful Employer
Symbols.
Arrangements
are made
requested to support
Evidence
drawn upon
forwhen
rating
disabled applicants and professional organisations are approached
for specialist advice. Job shop based in the new hospital building
NBT can
showaccess,
it has robust
processes,
collection
use of and
good
allows
greater
support
and information
to and
applicants
data andstaff
demonstrate
staffchange/progression.
from all protected groups
existing
wanting athat
career
Thereenjoy
are also
levels of pay
and related
and conditions
thattoare
nowho
different
computers
available
in theterms
job shop
for applicants
use
may
fromotherwise
those experienced
by staff
as aEmployment
whole in the Services
same role.
not
have access
to a PC.
staff
Staff
sideinorganisations
are on
fully
involved
in applicants
the job evaluation
working
the job shop are
hand
to help
access the
process and
and complete
when changes
are proposed
to terms and
conditions
website
the application
if necessary.
Employment
of
employment.
Services
continually monitor information of all applicants, short
NBT can
show that
these
processes
are robust
transparent
listed
candidates
and
successful
applicants
for 6and
of the
protected
and
that levels through
of pay are
for all
characteristics
thefairly
NHSdetermined
Jobs website,
thisposts.
does not
Policies
are reviewed
in conjunction with
staff side.
capture data
regardingregularly
gender re-assignment,
maternity
and

The NHS is committed to equal pay for work of equal value and expects employers to use
equal pay audits to help fulfil their legal obligations
Grade

3.2

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Training and development opportunities are taken up and positively evaluated by all staff
Grade

3.3

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

pregnancy or marriage and civil partnership. Complaints are
Evidence drawn upon for rating
monitored to identify whether there is discriminatory practice across
the trust. Employment Services run recruitment open days for
Learningjob
and
Development
Academy
Skills
specific
roles
and attendawarded
relevant National
external Skills
job fairs
to enable
the
for Health
Quality Mark.
L&Dand
provide
training
courses that
includeA7
Trust
to continually
develop
improve
it's recruitment
process.
of therecruitment
protected characteristics
(PCs)
in Management
Trainingbetter
new
package is to be
implemented
which should
Programmes,
Recruitment
andsystem,
Selection,
Preventing
and Dealing
track
applications
through the
improve
reporting
with Harassment
and Bullying,
Update Programme
for
capabilities
and potentially
link Mandatory
better with Electronic
Staff Record
Doctors(ESR).
and Preparation for Retirement. Equality training covering
system
all the
PCs is process
carried out
the year
for alltonew
An
evaluation
willthroughout
be put in place
this year
lookstaff
at at
Corporate Induction;
updates;
Manager
recruitment
numbers Consultants
for minority groups
asValued
recorded
on NHS Jobs
training
focus on equality
plus specific
sessions on
(date
of has
birth,a disability,
gender, matters,
ethnic origin,
sexual orientation
and
Autism, while equality
eventsgather
offer specific
sessions
for of
Race,
religion/belief).
This should
data from
a number
different
Disability
LGB & T.Applications;
2665 staff received
equality
training which
stages
in and
the process:
Shortlisted;
Attending
became mandatory
2015.
Facilities staff
whoisdon’t
have
Assessment
Centre;inand
Total294
Successful.
The aim
to help
access to
a computer
identify
any
trends. received face to face equality training. A
number of Black and Minority Ethnic staff undertook Interview
Skillscandidates
training and
Managers
on
Plus
will
be askedintoFacilities
evaluateattended
the VBRsessions
process on
religion and
latter
is also
incorporated
whether
theybelief.
deem The
it is as
‘fair.’
Assessor
traininginto
is toallbeequality
training. Basic
IT skills
training offered
to older
members
staff
introduced
to improve
consistency
in scoring.
One
topic isof‘being

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
When at work, staff are free from abuse, harassment, bullying and violence from any source

A representative and supported workforce

Grade

3.4

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
The Trust has an Equality Policy and Harassment and Bullying
policy drawn up with Staff- Side unions, which cover all protected
groups and is aligned with the Equality Act 2010, both policies are
actively promoted.
The Staff Attitude in 2015 showed that 26% of NBT Staff
experienced harassment, bullying, or abuse from a manager or
from colleagues, this is 3% lower than the
national average and the same result as for 2014.

Flexible working options are available to all staff consistent with the needs of the service
The harassment and bullying advice line for staff is supported by
and the way people lead their lives
advisors who are recruited from a diverse staff group. The service
Grade

3.5

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

isEvidence
continually reviewed
developed.
More advisers were
drawnand
upon
for rating
recruited and trained during 2015.

The
hasprofile
a flexible
working
policy inannually
place which
intoto
The Trust
equality
of users
is reviewed
and takes
reported
consideration
all Diversity
protectedcommittee.
characteristics
in up
lineofwith
Equality
the Equality and
Take
the the
service
is low
Act 2010.
Flexiblemessages
working options
on via a
and
promotional
are sentare
outdetermined
throughoutbased
the year
individualofrequests.
number
methods.The Trust offers a wide range of flexible
working options, available to all staff whatever their protected
characteristics.
The policy
developed
in partnership
with
A
statement on Respect
andwas
Dignity
was signed
by the Chief
Staff-Side and
there
close working
how this
implemented.
Executive,
widely
andisfeatured
in the on
Equality
andisDiversity
There is an appeals
process
for staff who
wish
appeal against
newsletter.
All new staff
are informed
of this
at to
induction
and about
unsuccessful
These
would incidents.
be managed
the
policy andflexible
helplineworking
and arerequests.
encouraged
to report
on an individual basis.

Staff report positive experiences of their membership of the workforce
Grade

3.6

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Support is offered through the Staff Equality group and the BME
Evidence
drawn
upon
for
rating
Various.
E-rostering
is being
rolled
out
to all areas
and provides
and
Disability
Staff Groups,
while
awareness
of harassment
and
safe,
fair
rosters
to
meet
service
needs.
12 hours
shiftsdisplays
were e.g.
bullying is raised through a number of equality
events,
introduced
forDay
some
staff of
and
were
raised,
older
NBT can show
that
each
theconcerns
protected
characteristics
are staff
International
against
Homophobia,
Biphobia
andby
Transphobia.
and
those with
caring
responsibilities.
These
aremany
beingofinvestigated
considered
when
policies
are being written
and
them are
by
the
Staff
Experience
lead
who
is work
due
to
report the
on about
this
in
engaged
with
different
areas
of the
through
stafflater
equality
The
Staff
Attitude
Survey
shows
there
are
concerns
2015
with
groups,
therecommendations
Health
and Well
andactions
other strategies.
A previous
harassment
and bullying
still Being
exist and
are to be looked
at

new starters
project reported they were welcomed into the Trust
across
the Trust.
and that
were
helpful.
The
Trustteam
alsomembers
has policies
onfriendly
Equalityand
Policy
and Harassment and
Members
of thecover
staff equality
groups
(for Black
Bullying which
all protected
groups,
both and
are Minority
actively Ethnic
staff
and Disabled
give very
the work the
promoted.
Trainingstaff)
is provided
on positive
a range feedback
of equalityon
issues
Trust
does
support
them, they
recognise
the issuesand
thathow
arise
through
thetoyear
and specific
sessions
for managers
to
and
theH&B
actions
deal
with them.
and Disabled
staff also
deal of
with
are to
also
provided.
TheBME
harassment
and bullying
value
done to encourage
actions
advicethe
linework
is supported
by advisorstheir
whodevelopment
are recruitedand
from
a
taken
make
adjustments.
Staffiswith
other protected
diversetostaff
group.
The service
continually
reviewed and
characteristics
areadvisers
supported
through
an overall
equality
group.
developed. More
were
recruited
and trained
during
2015.
It
was
recognised
that monitoring
the Equality
Diversity
manager
works
The
Trust
undertakes
ofand
health
and safety
performance
extremely
hard to
proactivelywith
involve
support asand
many
staff
to demonstrate
compliance
legaland
requirements
to gauge
with
different
characteristics.
Staffthe
welcomed
thethe 2014
the climate
in equality
the organisation.
Following
results of
opportunity
toSurvey
put suggestions
and be
activities
Staff Attitude
a more in forward
depth review
ofinvolved
violenceinand
like
the equlaity
events.
staff have
taken
up the
aggression
incidents
wasBME
undertaken
and
the top
3 Directorates
opportunity
for senior
havetobeen
in plans in
reporting these
were, mentors
they are and
required
havesuccessful
clear action

Goal

Outcome

Outcome links
to an Equality
Objective

Grade and reasons for rating
Boards and senior leaders routinely demonstrate their commitment to promoting equality
within and beyond their organisations
Grade

Inclusive leadership

4.1

Undeveloped

Which protected characteristics fare well
Age

Pregnancy and maternity

Disability

Race

Gender
reassignment

Religion or belief

Achieving
Excelling

Marriage and
civil partnership

Developing

Sex
Sexual orientation

Evidence drawn upon for rating
All formal Board members haver a vote i.e. the seven
non-executives, the chief executive, the director of finance, the
medical director, the director of nursing and the director of
operations. Therefore 12 are able to vote. There are 17 board
members in total. Of these 8% are BME and the rest are White.
In December 2015 the Board undertook training on the WRES, why
this had been set up and the performance of the NHS nationally,
this was led by Roger Kline.
Those present each made a commitment which will be followed up
in 2016.
The Chief Executive and Interim HR Director have attended 2 BME
Staff group meetings and the EID celebration. BME staff group
members
reallydrawn
welcomed
her involvement.
Evidence
upon
for rating

Papers that come before the Board and other major Committees identify equality-related
impacts including risks, and say how these risks are to be managed
Grade
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The Trust Board has overall responsibility for the equality agenda
and has agreed to work to the EDS. The Board receives the Annual
Equality Report, Annual Equality Statistics and Workforce Race
Equality Standard in 2015. There are two Board members, one
non-executive and one executive member who lead on equality;
they both sit on the Equality and Diversity Committee, which the
Executive member chairs.
Trust Board members and senior managers have become
corporate equality champions for Race, Disability, Gender, Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Trans (LGBT) Religion and Belief for staff.
Board and senior managers have become mentors for BME staff.
All formal Board members have a vote. There are 14 board
members
in total
of these
36% are
8% are BME and the
Evidence
drawn
upon
forfemale,
rating
rest are White, 7% are disabled. 50% say they are heterosexual
and the rest decline to respond on their sexual orientation.
A new
internal2015
bespoke
programme
wastraining
introduced
in Feb
2016
In
December
the Board
undertook
on the
WRES,
why
aimed
atbeen
operational
and the
clinical
mid-level of
leaders
(i.e.nationally,
managers of
this had
set up and
performance
the NHS
managers.
this was led by Roger Kline.
The
Mid
Level Leadership
is followed up
Those
present
each made Development
a commitmentProgramme
which will be
underpinned
by the Healthcare Leadership Model, a behavioural
in 2016.
model
thatExecutive
defines the
NBT
leadership
way. This
has2been
The
Chief
and
Interim
HR Director
havemodel
attended
BME
used group
as a 360
diagnostic
to assess
a baseline
of our
Staff
meetings
and tool
the EID
celebration.
BMEposition
staff group
mid level leaders.
The collective
leadership behaviours have also
members
really welcomed
her involvement.
been mapped against the Healthcare Leadership Model behaviours
to provide a further baseline assessment. The learning focus is
based on individual development needs.

Middle managers and other line managers support their staff to work in culturally
competent ways within a work environment free from discrimination
Grade
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The programme aim “to develop exceptional mid level leaders with
the right qualities and practical skills to deliver the Trust’s Strategy,
who are also equipped to meet the challenges facing the NHS
locally and nationally.”

